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FTSE 100 5,500

VIX 33

FTSE 100 7,069

Resistance 7,145

Support 6,940

VIX 17%

S&P 500 4,229

Gold $1,885

GBP/EUR 1.1627

GBP/USD 1.4136

Introduction:
Stocks have been marching to a steady drumbeat of good news, reflecting vaccine distribution, general 
reopening optimism, and plenty of government stimulus to get a creaky economy back in gear. The parade 
stopped cold for a moment, however, before lurching back at an unsteady pace. The cause was inflation, 
which is as nefarious to markets as a reality as it is as a fear. The Consumer Price Index rose 1.6% in the 
12 months to April 2021, up from 1% growth to March. Economists always say that a single month of data 
can be misleading, and that may have been the case with April’s inflation data. However, the CPI captures 
pricing trends across the economy, from the cost of raw goods to the consumer reaching for his or her 
wallet. The data may not be an indication of inflation getting “out of the bag,” but it cannot be ignored either.
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Market Outlook:
Over the long term (since 1962), the FTSE All-Share has returned 7.2% per annum and that does not include 
the average 3.8% dividend yield earned on top. Therefore, ‘strategically’, it pays to be in the market. Also, considering 
inflation averaged 6.2% over the same period, it is vital that an investor invests in equities in order to preserve the 
purchasing power of their money. However, markets can be subject to swings in the interim and investors should be 
mindful of these with a view to protecting their capital and thus maintain a ‘tactical’ view. 

Our allocation to the stock market remains at underweight. Whilst it is true that major central 
banks believe this bout of inflation will prove to be transitory and will abate as the global economy 
normalises, the onset of an inflationary period is regarded as the most difficult time for the stock market 
overall; markets prefer stability and respond poorly to change.

And summer will soon be upon us, with its traditionally sleepy stock market returns. June is the second 
worst performing month of the year, rising just 45% of all the years in June, with an average return of -1%. 
There are only three months since 1970 where the market has an average return of below zero, the other 
two being May and September.

As COVID-19 retreats in most developed countries, the surge in nations such as India is a reminder that 
the pandemic is far from over. And stocks are still looking expensive, with the FTSE 100 over 500 points 
or 8% above its 200-day moving average, a level we view as unsustainable.

The good news? The sunny optimism that recovery out of the pandemic would be easy is now gone. 
Investors are getting back to a more balanced view of the economic outlook, even while remaining generally 
positive. Any pullback in the markets from today’s elevated levels should be seen as a buying opportunity.
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Recommended Investment:
International Biotechnology Trust plc
International Biotechnology Trust is an investment trust listed on the London Stock Exchange (IBT.L) that 
aims to provide shareholders with long-term capital growth by investing in high-growth biotechnology 
companies. 

The trust is managed by SV Health, a leading healthcare investment manager, which was founded in 1993 
and has over $2bn under management. The company has over 50 experienced investment professionals 
and healthcare industry veterans based in Boston and London.

The trust invests in a range of large, medium and small cap companies with the portfolio evenly split 
between ‘early stage’, ‘revenue growth’ and ‘profitable’ and operating predominantly in rare diseases, cancer, 
central nervous system & infectious diseases. Although >85% of the companies operate in the US & Canada, 
their end markets are global. Top holdings include Horizon, Immunomedics, Gilead & BioMarin.

There are currently unprecedented levels of innovation driving drug pipeline and approvals and the trust 
in investing in companies researching cell-based therapies (the transfer of live cells into a patient), gene 
therapies (offsetting the effect of a genetic mutation by inserting a healthy version of the gene) and gene 
editing (a type of genetic engineering in which a mutated gene is revised, removed or replaced).

Worldwide prescription drug sales are expected to grow at 7% per annum between 2020 and 2026. This 
is being driven by fundamental demographic trends, with a projected doubling this century of the share of 
the global population that is older than 65 years. Indeed, population dynamics have already resulted in an 
elevated level of novel drug FDA approvals in recent years. 

The trust has an excellent performance record, rising 60% over the last five years and 370% over the last 
ten years. 

Interestingly, the trust invests ~10% of its portfolio in unquoted companies, which reduces portfolio 
volatility. Of interest to income investors, the trust announced an enhanced income policy in 2016 where 
pays a dividend of 4% of NAV per annum out of capital reserves. This allows income investors to participate 
in this fascinating growth sector. Buy.
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Tweet of the Month:
“What matters is your portfolio as a whole - a fact that has important implications which investors often neglect 
to their cost”

Everything you are investing for depends upon your overall wealth. As obvious as it seems, this has some 
implications that are often forgotten. Here are four.

1-Background risks matter
Your whole portfolio includes all your sources of income such as your job or pension. And these should 
affect your investment choices. If you have a job where your income could fall a lot in recessions, then 
equities (and especially cyclical ones) are especially risky: holding them means you have lots of eggs in the 
one basket of a healthy economy. If, on the other hand, you have retired on a final-salary pension then you 
are free from cyclical risk and so can take more of it in your equity investments. 

2-Don’t sweat the small stuff
Say you own 20 stocks, so each accounts on average for 5% of your portfolio. A 50% rise in one would then 
add only 2.5% to your portfolio. Which is really only the difference between a good week and an average 
one for the market as a whole. Which is scant reward for the trouble of researching stocks. This is why 
economists have traditionally said that asset allocation is more important than stock selection: getting the 
right mix of equities and safe assets makes more difference to your returns than getting a stock pick right. 
Of course, many investors enjoy pitting their wits against the market. That’s fine if investing is a hobby. If 
what matters is their overall wealth, however, holding lots of stocks means each stock-pick makes little 
difference. That’s what diversification means: it dilutes good returns as well as reduces losses.

3-Beware of doubling up
Just because a stock or fund looks attractive is no reason to buy it. Instead, because what matters is your 
portfolio as a whole, the question is: what does this asset add to my portfolio? And sometimes, the answer 
is: nothing, even for an attractive asset. Say, for example, you are bullish about emerging markets and hold 
lots of them. Should you then hold mining stocks? It’s tempting but the two tend to rise and fall together, 
so buying miners when you already have emerging markets means doubling up on the same risk: you are 
adding very little to your portfolio compared with just buying more emerging markets. We don’t need sta-
tistics on correlations to help us avoid this. Think of the future not as a single thing, but rather as a set of 
possible states of the world – an inflationary state, a recessionary state, a stagnation state, and so on. And 
then ask of anything you hold or are considering buying: in which states does this pay off well and which 
badly? If you get lots of the same answers, you aren’t diversifying. That’s not a necessarily a bad thing, if you 
want exposure to a particular state. Just beware it’s what you are doing.

4-Ask: which assets offer returns and which insurance?
We should not confine our investments to assets we think will go up, simply because we could be wrong: 
our knowledge of the future is inherently limited. Some of our holdings, then, make sense as insurance 
against other parts of our portfolio. While they are less attractive in themselves, they’re useful for our 
portfolio as a whole. Cash, for example, looks unattractive in itself, but is useful insurance not just against 
falling share prices but against rising interest rates.

Such advice can protect us from the twin mistakes of over- and under-diversification, and help us to man-
age risks better. There’s much more to investing than stock picking.
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Economics:
UK companies hired permanent staff at the fastest pace for 23 years in May, adding to signs that the 
UK economy is bouncing back more strongly than economists expected. With the number of people 
furloughed also falling by a third between January and the end of April, the latest data suggests the jobs 
market is firing on all cylinders. The results set the scene for an eye-popping rate of UK GDP growth in the 
second quarter. Given the strength of the latest data, we see it as likely that the Bank of England will begin 
normalising policy sooner than the European Central Bank and perhaps even the Federal Reserve.

The eurozone’s economy is expected to grow 4.3% this year and 4.4% next year, according to the OECD. 
As the pandemic measures are gradually suspended, economic growth is expected to recover strongly in 
the second half of this year. The OECD also predicts that the unemployment rate will average 8.2% in 2021 
and decline close to pre-crisis levels of 7.9% by 2022, adding that “a quick and effective implementation of the 
European Union’s recovery plan would further strengthen the recovery”.

As economic activity bounces back and the labour market continues to improve, RSM Chief Economist 
Joe Brusuelas believes the US economy is “entering boomtown”. Calls from investors for the Fed to revise 
its easy monetary policy are growing louder as well, after recent CPI data showed inflation is on the rise, 
soaring to a 13-year high in April, as the core personal consumption expenditures price index rose 3.1%. 
But despite higher inflation and an improving economy, Federal Reserve Bank of New York President John 
Williams believes that the economy is “still quite a way off from maintaining substantial further progress”. We 
don’t see any significant inflationary pressures because we really need to see three things: a huge pickup 
in hiring, demand-pull inflation from wages, and changes in inflation expectations. None of those three are 
really in the cards right now so the Fed has time to be patient.

Quote of the Month:
“Wealth is the ability to fully experience life” - Henry David Thoreau

Who doesn’t dream of wealth? It can mean comfort, peace of mind and access to a lot of nice things to 
buy. But wealth is not just about money, and you can find it in other things in life. Sometimes you focus 
on the ideas to find wealth, and you forget simple details of life activities that also lead you to that point. 
Being aware of every experience will provide your life with valuable elements you can take and make you 
feel fulfilled. So maybe you won’t experience wealth in all its expressions, but you can feel close to it, if you 
live life to the fullest.
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Seasonality: “History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme” - Mark Twain

The January Barometer 
Historically, the returns in January have signalled the returns for the rest of the year. If they are positive, 
the returns for the whole year tend to be positive and vice versa. First mentioned by Yale Hirsch in the 
Stock Trader’s Almanac in 1972, a variant has it that returns for the whole year can be predicted by the 
direction of the market in just the first 5 days of the year.  Judging by the first 5 days, 2021 is likely to be a 
positive year for the stock markets.

June 
June is the 2nd worst performing month, rising just 45% of all the years in June, with an average return of 
-1%. There are only three months since 1970 where the market has an average return of below zero, the 
other two being May and September. In an average June the market starts strong, hitting its month high on 
the second or third trading day, but prices then drift down steadily for the rest of the month, although the 
market ends the month on a positive note - the last trading day is the second strongest in the year.

Second Quarter 
The FTSE 100 has risen 23 of the 37 years between 1984 and 2020 posting an average gain of 1.4%.

Sell in May and go away; don’t come back till St Leger Day 
Historically, this is the worst time of the year. Since 1966 to 2009, the FTSE All-Share has returned an 
average of just 0.6% between May Day and Halloween (it is known as the Halloween effect in the US) 
compared with 7.9% between Halloween and May Day. Some investors, therefore, tend to reduce exposure 
to the stock market from May. Our pagan ancestors knew this, which is why Beltane is a time of festivity 
(where people look ahead to fertility, plenty and joy) while Samhain marks the beginning of the “darker 
half” of the year. In March & April lighter evenings and warmer days cheer us up, which makes us more 
willing to take risks such as buying shares. So prices rise to high levels, which are difficult to sustain over 
the summer. In the autumn the darker nights make us gloomier, with the result that prices fall to low levels 
from which they recover.

First-Year US Presidential Cycle 
The stock market tends to bottom out during the second year of each new presidential term and then 
recover strongly in the final two years. This is due to each Administration ensuring that the economy is 
strong by re-election time. Unfortunately, the excessive stoking of the economic fires creates excesses, 
including over-priced stocks, leading to poor stock market returns in the first two years of the next 
term. Since 1948, the UK market has risen 14 times out of 17 (82%) in US election years, with a rather 
extraordinary average annual return in those years of 33%. Generally, the UK market tends to rise in the 
few weeks leading up to the election.

Chinese New Year - Year of the Ox 
The Chinese calendar revolves around a 12-year cycle where each year is associated with an animal (rat, 
ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and pig). Each New Year starts between 
21st January and 21st February, the exact date being dependent upon a variety of complex factors. The 
best performing animals since 1950 have been the goat and dog. The worst performing animals have been 
the rooster and snake.  Statistically speaking, the Year of the Ox has seen an average return of 12.3% in previous 
years. As the Year of the Ox is related to water and metal, from a feng shui perspective, industries linked to these 
two natural elements, such as shipping and mining, are forecast to do well.
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Technical Analysis: 
The stock market has unwound a little from last month. The RSI is lying at 55 - bullish but not overbought 
and the ADX has fallen to 15, signifying the market is trendless. We see resistance and support at the up-
per and lower bollinger bands - lying at 7,145 and 6,940 respectively. Considering we are in the second-
worst performing month of the year, we are continuing to advise caution. The FTSE 100 is still 584 points 
or 8% above its 200-day moving average so a pullback from here would not be a surprise.   
 
“The illusion of randomness gradually disappears as the skill in chart reading 

improves” – John Murphy
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Chart Legend:

Technical Analysis Guide:
RSI (relative strength index) - indicates whether a security is overbought (above 70) or oversold (below 
30).  Also when the RSI moves above 50 that is considered bullish (or vice versa).

ADX (average directional index) - indicates whether a security is in a trend (above 20) or not in a trend 
(below 20). For trending markets moving averages work best when considering lines of support/resistance. 
ending markets Bollinger Bands work best (sell at upper band, buy at lower band).

20 day moving average       
50 day moving average
200 day moving average 

(an indicator that measures 2 standard deviations away from the 20 day m/a)

(signifies the long-term direction of the security - whether it is in a bull or bear market)
(signifies the medium-term direction of the security)
(signifies the short-term direction of the security. prices tend to gyrate around their 20 day m/a)
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Investment Calendar:
10th June ECB Meeting
  New Moon (markets tend to reach a high point around this time)
18th June Options Expiry Day 
24th June MPC Meeting 
  Full Moon (markets tend to reach a high point around this time)
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